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Unified Communications

More and more organizations are choosing 
collaboration services from the cloud. Why? 
Cloud  oservices are easier and faster to deploy,  
they don‘t require the upfront capital of  
on-premises systems and they can free up  
IT staff to focus on what matters most  
to the business.

Many organizations however, are unable, or do  
not want to move all their services to the cloud.  
Often, they are not ready to replace everything  
they have on premises or they want to augment  
their current collaboration tools with those from  
the cloud. But having tools from both the cloud  
and the premises can create differing user  
experiences with tools that do not work FFFFF 
together as one. DDDDDddDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
 
Arkadin solves this problem with Webex Hybrid 
Services. These services connect what you have  
on premises, with Webex Teams in the cloud to  
provide a single, integrated experience. If you like  
the capabilities of Webex Teams, you can integrate  
those capabilities with what you currently deploy  
on premises for an even better end-user and 
administrator experience. The Webex Hybrid FFFF 
Services are:

[Enjoy business benefits]

Link Webex Teams in the cloud with your on 
premises technology, to increase capabilities 
while retaining investments.

Compatible with Microsoft Exchange, O365, 
Active Directory and Google G Suite.

Use Hybrid Services to assist in your cloud 
migration at your pace.

Use Webex Teams as a phone system  
by using the calling capabilities of Cisco  
Unified Communications Manager.

Manage the encryption key system and 
other security-related functions from  
the cloud to your enterprise data centre.
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• Call Service
• Calendar Service
• Directory Service

• Media Service 
• Data Security 
• Single Sign on

Enterprise communications  
and collaboration  
for the digital workplace   



Webex Hybrid Services let’s you add calling and enhance the meetings 
and messaging capabilities of Webex Teams with your on premise services.

            Hybrid Call Service

Hybrid Call Service is designed for organizations that 
already have, or would prefer to use, Cisco Unified 
Communications Manager for call control. The Webex 
Teams service is aware of all calls across the UC system and 
connects them so they work together. Capabilities include 
instant desktop sharing, the Webex Teams app as a mobile 
client and integrated call history. 

             Hybrid Calendar Service

Hybrid Calendar Service integrates your Microsoft and 
Google calendars with Webex Teams. Hybrid calendar 
services automatically creates a Cisco Spark space when 
scheduling meetings and makes it easier to schedule 
a meeting. Adding “@webex” to an Outlook or G Suite 
meeting invite will automatically schedule a meeting 
with join information in the meeting invitation. 

            Hybrid Directory Service

Hybrid Directory Service connects Microsoft Active 
Directory to Webex Teams and enables a user to see 
all company contacts in the Webex Teams app so that 
they can click to meet, message, or call. Provide user 
synchronization between Microsoft Active Directory 
and Webex Teams user management. Automatically 
synchronize Microsoft AD so that users are always current  
in Cisco Spark.

              Hybrid Media Service

Hybrid Media Service delivers a capability removing the 
deployment decision of premises versus cloud for Webex 
Teams meetings. It places the Webex Teams meeting 
engine on-premises to provide local media processing. 
The result is on-premises video quality and optimized 
Internet bandwidth, delivering simplicity, flexibility  
and rapid iteration of new functionality from the cloud.

               Single Sign On (SSO)

Single Sign On (SSO) is supported by Webex Meetings 
and Webex Teams, allowing your users to use one set 
of login credentials (e.g., name and password) to access 
multiple applications within your organisation. Webex 
Meetings and Webex Teams users will benefit from 
common login credentials eliminating further prompts 
when they switch applications during a session.

Benefit from cloud flexibility with the feature  
set of your trusted on premises services.

           Hybrid Data Security

Hybrid Data Security moves the Key Management Service 
and other security-related functions to your enterprise data 
centre, so nobody but you hold the keys to your encrypted 
content. By default, all Cisco Collaboration Cloud customers  
get end-to-end encryption with dynamic keys stored in  
the cloud KMS, in Cisco’s security realm. 

[Enjoy work, enjoy life, enjoy sharing]Unified Communications

One service, one experience, for everyone


